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MODULE 1:  Human impact in natural systems – environmental challenges

1. General description of the module

The module’s main target is to raise awareness amongst youngsters when it comes to environmental issues through a series of lesson plans.
These plans are mainly focused on certain areas of human impact in natural systems, as well as the environmental challenges it imposes. The
module focuses on the correlation between the human activity and the natural systems surrounding it through explanations, activities and
examples.

2. List of Topics:

Topic 1:  Different Ecosystems and their Importance

Short description: The lesson related to Different Ecosystems and their importance aims for the user to gain the knowledge of what an ecosystem is, to be

able to differentiate the different types, to be aware of their importance and to be able to share the gained knowledge with others as well.

Topic 2: Nature protection

Short description: This lesson plan aims to make the user aware of different environmental problems and the methods that can be done in order to

minimise the issues. After finishing this topic, the user will be able to search relevant information about environmental issues, describe and put in
practice different ways of protecting the nature.
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Topic 3: Biodiversity loss

Short description: This lesson aims to further explain the causes behind biodiversity loss through habitat destruction, overexploitation, climate change,

pollution, agricultural intensification and invasive species, giving multiple examples and descriptions of each subtopic.

Topic 4: Urban & Infrastructure Pressure on Ecosystems and Biodiversity

Short description: This lesson plan targets one of the main movements that happen worldwide, the urbanisation process and how it affects the ecosystems

surrounding the respective area, as well as all the influences, both positive and negative on the biodiversity, structure of the ecosystem and threats.

Topic 5: Deforestation & Intensive Farming

Short description: This lesson plan aims not only to spread awareness on the topic of deforestation, but to inform the user on what deforestation actually

means, to differentiate anthropic deforestation from natural one, to differentiate different types of farming and to be aware of the effects of intensive
farming.

Topic 6: Examples of good practices

Short description: This lesson plan aims to shine light upon the good practices that are being done, in order to give the user concrete examples that they

could easily implement in their daily lives and to finalise the module, to make the user aware of certain initiatives or entities that revolve around the topic.
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MODULE 1: Human impact in natural systems – environmental challenges

KNOWLEDGE
(In the context of EQF,

knowledge is described as
theoretical and/or

factual)
https://europa.eu/europass/en/eur
opean-qualifications-framework-eq

f
https://europa.eu/europass/en/des

cription-eight-eqf-levels

SKILLS
(In the context of EQF, skills
are  described as practical)

ATTITUDE
(In the context of the EQF, attitude

is described as the ability of the
learner to apply knowledge and

skills autonomously and with
responsibility)

Activities/Lesson
Plan

Topic 1.1:
Different
Ecosystems
and their
Importance

Main Objectives:
This topic aims to
offer the needed
tools so one can for
sure tell what an
ecosystem is, to
differentiate the
different types, as
well as be aware of
their importance

-to understand what an
ecosystem is
-to spot the differences
between ecosystems
-to understand the
importance of having
multiple ecosystems
-to indicate the different
types of ecosystems
-to know and showcase the
importance of ecosystems

-to be able to make
correlations between the
existence of ecosystems
and nature protection
-to be able to take action
according to the type of
ecosystem
-to be able to consult
reliable sources
-to be able to explain to
others with less knowledge
what an ecosystem is

-to be curious to search the
needed reliable sources
-to be open to spread their
knowledge on ecosystems
-to be willing to take action in
protecting the ecosystems

Lesson plan 1

Topic 1.2:
Nature
Protection

Main Objectives:
This topic intends to
develop certain ideas
and types of
behaviour to further
protect the nature
and the surrounding

-to understand why is
important to take care of the
nature and the surroundings
-to understand the different
ways one can act in order to
protect the nature
-to know how to act in

-to be able to protect the
nature or help it
-to be able to have a quick
response in difficult times
or in case of disaster
-to be able to maintain a
certain level of nature

-to be open to take action by

his own initiative when it
comes to protecting the nature

-to be open to show others

how to take action on
protecting the environment

Lesson Plan 2
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environment difficult times or in case of
disaster

protection in their
surrounding environment

-to realise the importance of a

quick response in difficult times
or in case of disaster

- to have an attitude of respect

for nature

Topic 1.3:
Biodiversity
loss

Main Objectives:
This topic aims to
provide specific
knowledge on
biodiversity, on the
causes of losing it and
a general know-how
to act

-to understand the concept
of biodiversity and the
causes of losing it
-to describe the different
methods one can act on the
issue
-to understand the different
type of factors that can
influence biodiversity
-to understand how to
preserve biodiversity

-to explain clearly what
biodiversity is
-to be able to give
examples of the causes of
losing the biodiversity
-to be able to prepare
methods to eliminate the
invasive species
-to illustrate the methods
one can use to preserve
biodiversity

-to be willing to show others
methods of preserving
biodiversity
-to be open to recognise the
importance of biodiversity

Lesson Plan 3

Topic 1.4:
Urban &
Infrastructure
Pressure on
Ecosystems
and
Biodiversity

Main Objectives:
This topic aims to
make the user
understand how
the process of
urbanisation
works, how it
affects the
ecosystems and
the biodiversity

-to fully understand how
urban and infrastructure can
affect the ecosystems and
biodiversity
-to understand the main
consequences of the
urbanisation process
-to understand why a good
urbanisation process is
needed and it can’t be done
however
-to understand the factors

-to explain the
urbanisation process and
its consequences
-to anticipate certain
environmental reactions
-to differentiate the
factors that burden the
ecosystems and
biodiversity

-to further assist others with
their knowledge
-to question and appreciate
different scenarios where
urbanisation can happen with
little to no bad side effects to
ecosystems and biodiversity
-to be open to explain the
pressure that is being put on
the surroundings by the
urbanisation process

Lesson Plan 4
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that influence the
biodiversity and ecosystems

Topic 1.5:
Deforestation
& Intensive
Farming

Main Objectives:
This topic aims to
raise awareness
on the topics of
deforestation and
intensive farming,
as well to offer
the tools and
knowledge on
different types of
agriculture and
deforestation

-to understand that there
are multiple causes of
deforestation
-to understand what
deforestation,
farming/agriculture and
intensive farming are
-to understand the different
types of agriculture and
where to use them

-to differentiate the types
of deforestation by its
producer
-to properly grasp the key
concepts of the topic
-to calibrate how and
where to use different
types of agriculture
-to identify the multiple
types of agriculture and
farming
-to detect what intensive
farming is

-to be open to share the
knowledge with others
-to synthesize properly the
types of agriculture and where
they can be done
-to be able to imagine a
deforestation plan that actually
is benefic or needed

Lesson Plan 5

Topic 1.6:
Examples of
good
practices

Main Objectives:
This topic intends
to offer the
knowledge on
already existing
good practices in
terms of the
human impact in
natural systems –
environmental
challenges

-to understand the human
impact on natural systems
-to understand what a good
practice is
-to understand different
methods that individuals can
use to protect the
environment

-to insert in their daily
lives methods to protect
the nature
-to adapt to a good
practice
-to calibrate their own
impact on the
environment

-to be open to share the
knowledge with others
-to value the human impact on
natural systems
-to have an attitude of respect
for nature

Lesson Plan 6
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